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Every house its landscape 
 
Towards a rural architecture: meeting the demands of modern life, homes could be merged into a 
new typology that enhances the landscape. Goodbye suburb! 
 

The Dutch cultivated landscape has made Holland world-famous. It is the land that God 
could not create: the dikes, the polders, the tulips and the cows. This countryside is the Dutch 
trademark, yet it does not in any way play an autonomous role in the environmental planning of 
today. Instead, planning is focussed entirely on the VINEX urban program, which aims to build one 
million dwellings before 2010. Politics, fearing the destruction of the landscape through this 
enormous urban growth, have proclaimed the landscape a sacrosanct and protected area. Building 
is only allowed in compact neighbourhoods at the edges of existing cities, and for every new acre of 
”red” the landscape is compensated with nine times as much new ”green.” The result of this 
planning policy can be seen on ”The New Map of Holland,” which shows all environmental plans up 
to 2010: a sprawl of red and green fragments that are neither urban nor rural, suffocating the land. 

By mistakenly assuming that building is always urban and by confusing countryside (in 
Holland, essentially agricultural) with nature and recreation, the intention to save the Dutch 
landscape actually erases it. Conservation of the landscape negates it as a vital system, as a place in 
which to produce and live. The authentic production landscape becomes an artificial nature reserve 
where farmers perform fake agricultural manoeuvres, a giant amusement park for the recreation of 
city-dwellers. 

The countryside needs input, not protection. It is desperate for new inhabitants to support 
all facilities such as shops, schools and public transport that suffer from lack of income. Statistics 
show that a house in the country is highly desirable. Living in the landscape is many people’s dream. 
And the countryside is ”fit for the job.” Little villages still provide basic facilities and are never more 
than seven kilometres apart. Cities are always within half an hour’s reach. There is a beautifull, 
dense road network with an enormous over-capacity, and there is an underground infrastructure 
that covers almost the entire country. Building in the countryside is easy and economical. Building in 
the landscape can also greatly enrich the landscape. The River Vecht, for instance, owes its special 
beauty to a necklace of estates that flank it, and East Groningen’s distinctive grandeur is due to its 
manor-like farms. 

Nevertheless, since 1945, efforts have only been focussed on encapsulating landscape in 
urban design. This resulted in four million houses in compromised outskirts that are neither urban 
nor rural. Sixty-five percent of the population lives there now. And every year another 100,000 of 
these ”unwanted” houses are built. 

The fear of losing the landscape is not the only reason why building in the landscape is not 
done. Dutch planners want to be modern. Based on the axiom that the city is the incarnation of 



modern life, dynamic and global, while the countryside implies isolation and backwardness, they 
want to build cities: network cities, mosaic cities, health cities, landscape cities. However, 
achievements in communication and mobility have invalidated this axiom. Where you live no longer 
implies that you lead a certain way of life. Living in the country now offers the same possibilities as 
living in the city, only in a different setting and order. Contention between the city and the 
countryside has dissolved. Our living environment comprises various cities and landscapes every day. 
Modern life has outgrown the city. Modern planning should no longer concern urban planning 
alone. Today’s search is for network, mosaic, health and especially landscape. After urbia came 
suburbia comes nonurbia.  

We discovered that the exact opposite of the present planning strategy could satisfy the 
needs of both landscape and housing. Instead of concentrating houses in suburbs we ”vaporise” 
houses across the landscape. New visible elements blending into the landscape will form a 
transparent layer that elevates the landscape, both economically and visually. It’s like adding sugar 
to tea: it’s still tea, only sweeter. Building will no longer be urban but rural. New recreational parks 
will be superfluous. Instead of scattering green fragments all over the land, they can be 
concentrated to a landscape scale, initiating new agricultural landscapes. Building in the landscape 
calls for a new typology. Monasteries, castles, estates, farms, mills, brickworks - all of these 
structures add meaning and depth to the landscape. Their secret lies in the correlation between size 
and distance. 

We are introducing a new rural archetype, a fusion of landscape scale and urban density. 
Pure spatial complexity, distilled from the inner city, is placed in the landscape. It creates a hamlet in 
one piece. A house with a garden becomes a house with a landscape. 
 
More people want to live a healthy and modern life, to combine working hard with enjoying a life 
at home in plenty of open space and fresh air. So they live in the country, not isolated and alone, 
but in a modern hamlet of 25 to 50 homes housing a variety of people. They are private individuals 
and part of a group at the same time. Their houses are big, just the right size. There is a beautiful 
view with a horizon out front, a square with playing children and chickens in the back. These people 
work in the city or in a company somewhere along the highway. They may also work from home or 

go to a teleworkoffice© nearby, where they meet their ”colleagues,” all working for different 
companies. They have an electric car, clean and silent. They buy their daily groceries in the village or 
have them delivered by www.albertheijn-supermarkt.nl. Foreign produce and specialities are 
distributed by Ven International Freshmarket through existing village stores. These country-dwellers 
buy their vegetables at a farm or grow them themselves. They do their fun shopping in an historic 

little town or on the Web. Household Service Providers© in strategic locations provide childcare and 
can also do shopping, washing, ironing and cooking. To relax, they BBQ in the orchard, go 
swimming in the natural pond, biking in the wood, horseback riding or they do some real farming, 
such as haying, apple-picking, cow-milking or sheep-shearing. Living, working, recreation and 
consumption no longer take place in shifted worlds. 


